HipChat Data Center
Self-hosted enterprise chat, built for teams

High availability: Chat without interruptions
Is downtime unacceptable in your organization? Engineered
for high availability, HipChat Data Center, allows teams to
collaborate without interruption.

Active-active clustering
Run multiple nodes for uninterrupted communications even
in the event of a hardware failure.

organization so that your employees can communicate using
one platform.

Control: Chat that you can customize and control
Do you need control over where your software is deployed?
HipChat Data Center allows you to control your chat to meet
legal and Information security needs.

Load balancer

Use your own disaster recovery & backup strategies
with externalized data stores

With your own load balancer, you can control the data that
is sent to the multiple nodes of HipChat Data Center to help
ensure that your users won’t experience any downtime.

With HipChat Data Center’s externalized data stores,
companies can employ their existing enterprise-grade disaster
recovery and backup strategies.

Scale: Chat that grows with your organization
Teams that work together should be able to communicate
and collaborate on a single platform. With HipChat
Data Center, you can deploy HipChat across your entire
organization, eliminating silos and ensuring strong crossfunctional communication, accelerating your team’s workflow.

Increase user capacity
Scale beyond 5,000 users and deploy HipChat across your

Bring your own IaaS
HipChat Data Center allows you to deploy using VMware or
AWS, providing administrators with an additional layer of
control over the deployment and management of HipChat.

SAML 2.0
Save time, ensure data consistency, and gain greater visibility
by shifting identity management from HipChat Data Center to
your existing identity provider, where you already manage your
users and the applications they can access.

Extend your Atlassian suite with HipChat Data Center
Bitbucket
Stay on top of changes to your code repository in HipChat. Pipe in updates
about commits, pull requests, and issues from any device.

JIRA Software
Keep tabs on all of your issues in HipChat. Get notified in a HipChat room
when your JIRA issue goes through a particular workflow.

Confluence
Connect Confluence spaces with HipChat rooms to keep everyone on your
team informed. Receive notifications when pages are created, blogs are
published, or updates are made.

Bamboo
Get notifications when a build passes or fails, when you are assigned
responsibility for breaking a build, and for many other notification events.

Other benefits
Video
Sometimes it’s faster to get things done face-to-face. HipChat lets you
video chat with a group (up to 20 teammates) or an individual teammate.
Start and join video chats from HipChat rooms or 1-to-1 chats.

Screen sharing
Easy to use and quick to start, HipChat screen sharing helps teams share
ideas and make decisions faster. From any video chat, click one button to
share your screen or window.

HipChat Connect
Bring the tools that run your business into HipChat. Leverage HipChat
Connect to leverage or build rich integrations with your existing Atlassian
products, internal systems and 3rd party applications.

Pervasive communications
Teams are more productive with pervasive chat history in 1-1 and group
chat conversations. Granular control on each room’s chat history allows
your organization to meet its data retention requirements.

File sharing
Got a file that your team needs to see? Be smart and share it in HipChat.
Your teammates will see it straight away, plus it’ll be accessible later from
the chat history.

